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Doim Dad Descends on CSP 
by Dan Bassett 
'When I first heard about it, I expected a sec-
ondary RA who would not be as readily available": 
Corey Kuhnau was initially skeptical about the 
idea of a residence counselor. Kari Glaeseman, on 
the other hand, expected someone older who 
would be strict and rule oriented. After meeting 
John Hoffman, both students were surprised. 
Corey describes the presence of John now as an 
advantage because he lives in the dorm and is not 
"removed." Kari points out that John takes an 
active role in students lives; "He is a friend as well 
as a guide." 
John Hoffman is originally from Charter Oak 
Iowa. While being involved with football, baseball, 
student council, drama, band, speech, and 
church, he still found time to be a manure scoop-
er at a local farm. 
Influenced in seventh grade by a vicar, John want-
ed to become a pastor. Narrowing down his list of 
colleges, John had to decide between Concordia 
St. Paul or Concordia Seward. He used a simple 
equation to decide: three hour drive versus six 
hour drive multiplied by girlfriend factor equals 
Seward. After arriving at Seward, John dropped 
the pre-sem program. 
He explains he wanted to be a pastor for 
many of the wrong reasons such as power and 
glory versus servanthood. With an open mind, 
John considered several options such as DCE, 
missionary, business, law, and education. After 
cramming four years of studying into five, John 
graduated with a BA in business administration, a 
BS in secondary education with majors in physics 
and theology, and a coaching endorsement. He 
stayed at Seward for one more year, working in 
the college's Office of Development. 
Planning to continue his studies at the U of 
M in educational psychology, he heard through 
the grapevine about the residence counselor ( 
RC aka "dorm dad") position at CSP. 
Originally hired as Assistant to Vice President 
for Student Services, Hoffman was to pilot an RC 
program in one residence halt When asked if he 
was nervous about taking on Walther Hall, he 
replied that he was "more gung ho than nervous. 
The only time I get nervous is when I ask some- 
one out for a date!" John is excited to work with 
the RA's as well as the faculty and staff, especially 
Phil Tesch, Sharon Krueger, and Gerry Coleman. 
John's goal is "to know every student living on 
campus and half of the commuting students by 
the end of the year." Next year his goal is to meet 
every student. Looking ahead 10 years, John 
would like a growing role at CSP 
or in the Concordia University 
System. He adds, "I still haven't 
made up my mind what to do 
when I grow up." 
He describes his future as 
`John Hoffman drawing pictures, 
and God with his big Crayola, 
coloring outside the lines." It is 
•fitting that his favorite Bible 
verse is, "He must become 
greater; I must become less 
Gohn 3:30/NIV)." 
When all is said and done, 
John would like to be remem-
bered asa servant, and a sunrise 
because it is "symbolic, each day  
begins with forgiveness and new opportunities." 
Just as students' impressions of John 
changed when he arrived, his philosophy also 
changed. He originally came to CSP because it fit 
into his plans at the U of M, but now he is "going 
to the U of M because it fits into his ministry at 
CSP!'t 
CSP's new Residential Counsellor John Hoffman 
takes a break from his duties to play with his 
pet. 
Will It Ever End? 
by Pete Obermueller 
On any given night, the familiar thud of mor-
tar shells or the crackling of an assortment of hand 
assault weapons, arouses sleeping Sarajevans. 37 
year old Sabina Rajcic has dealt with such wake up 
calls for the past three and half years. It is difficult 
to forget the sounds that caused the massive num-
bers of dead such as the incident on the fourth of 
September, which left 37 people dead and over 80 
injured. 
To walk outside Sabina Rajcic's shop is to 
step onto pieces of human flesh, days and even 
weeks old. This night however, was different. The 
explosions were thought to be some horrific new 
weapon the Serbs had laid hands on. The 
Sarajevan's shock was evident when it was learned 
that those explosions were NATO strikes. 
After months of ultimatums, and petty warn-
ings by the Clinton administration and the United 
Nations, the U.S. finally took some initiative in 
launching the NATO air strikes. In the first wave, 
U.S. F-15's, F-16's and F/A-18's took off early in the 
morning from the U.S.S. Theodore Roosevelt and 
an air base in Italy. 
They targeted various Serb air defense sys-
tems from Mostar in the south to Tuzla in the 
north. The waves that followed attempted to 
strike out communication bases, control centers, 
ammunition dumps, and surface-to-air missile 
sites. 
After nearly 500 sorties flown by the U.S., 
Great Britian, France, Spain, and the Netherlands, 
NATO called for a temporary cease fire to assess 
the results. They were "incredibly disappointing," 
explains one senior Pentagon official. Hampered 
by poor weather and fighter jets that were essen-
tially too fast, the kill ratio was less than 50%. The 
same senior official stated,"The air force has had 
these targets for three years; it's amateur city." 
Regardless of the results, only hours after 
the lull in allied bombing, the Serbs agreed to sit 
down in Geneva and talk about peace. It seemed 
that after three years of the Clinton administra-
tion's wait-and-see policy, the president had final-
ly run out of any options other than to take 
charge, and that tactic appeared to be working. 
Three weeks later a peace plan was hashed 
by Lisa Lindeman 
Exciting changes are taking place on campus 
this year. There is an atmosphere of incredible 
growth and opportunities for the entire commu-
nity. New faculty members Kim Glidden, Eric 
LaMott, and Lori Charron are a feature part of the 
increased quality and optimistic future of 
Concordia.  
out that established the following points. First, 
Bosnia would remain a single country, recognized 
as such by the world community. Within that 
state, Croat-Muslim groups would occupy and 
govern 51 percent of the total area. Serbs would 
Bosnia continued on pg. 3 
Professor Kim Glidden may be the most 
unfamiliar face of the new faculty this fall. 
President Holst installed her as Professor of 
Accounting early September this year. Glidden 
teaches beginning and intermediate accounting 
classes in this department. Her office is located 
Profs continued on pg 3 
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Sports...pgs 12 & 13 
Take A Peak Inside! 
Concordia Speaks 
Variety...pg. 5 
You mean someone 
has answers to my 
student loan questions?!? 
Yes. 
Citibank 





PLEASE SEND ME APPLICATIONS FOR 
THE FOLLOWING STUDENT LOANS: 
❑ Citibank Federal 
Stafford Loan 
(subsidized and unsubsidized) 
❑ Citibank Federal PLUS Loan 
(for parents of dependent students only) 
❑ Citibank Graduate 
Loan Program 
(for graduate students of all disciplines 
- please indicate your field of study) 
MAIL THIS COUPON TO: 
Citibank (NYS) 
Attn: The Student Loan Corporation 
P.O. Box 22948 
Rochester, NY 14692-2948 
Name 	  
Address  
City 
Telephone 	  
Social Security # 	  
You are currently: 0 an undergraduate student D a graduate student 
Year of graduation 	  
If you are a graduate student, please indicate the field of study you are pursuing: 
0 Business (MBA) 	0 Medicine (allopathic and osteopathic studies) 
0 Engineering O Nursing 
0 Other (please specify) 
OR CALL 1-800-692-820o and ask for 
Operator 268. 
VISIT OUR WEB SITE at http://www.locLcom/HO/village/Citibank/CSLC.html  
CMBANT61 
New accounting professor Kimberly Glidden takes a break from her efforts 
to smile for the camera. 
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Bosnia continued from pg 1 
govern separately the remaining 49 percent. 
One of the U.S.'s greatest struggles was con-
vincing the Europeans. Scores of U.S. initiatives 
were shot down by the allies. Finally, Clinton took 
the approach that the GOP congress had been 
pleading with him to take for months: he simply 
stated that he was going through with his plan, 
essentially leaving the European nations no 
choice but to throw their support behind him. 
The death of the three U.S. diplomats only 
spurred more intense action from the White 
House 
Serb leaders later agreed to that peace plan 
which was a major victory on the side of ending a 
bloody conflict that has daimed over 200,000 
lives. The war, however, is far from over. Muslims 
continue to threaten the use of an offensive under 
NATO cover, and Serbian President Slobodan 
Milosevic has proven quite untrustworthy in the 
past. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to be optimistic 
about any war, especially the one raging in the 
Balkans, but for the last three weeks, it has at least 
been easier not to be as pessimistic. 
Editor's Note: The preceding article is one 
of two that will appear in every issue, discussing a 
different topic each issue, in an attempt to give 
students an overview of major events. The Sword 
realizes that students lose track of US and world 
events, these articles based on CNN and other 
news sources will at least give you a brief synopsis 
to help you stay informed.t  
expand the course offerings of both these depart-
ments. Another goal of his is continuing research 
in Biomechanics, the study of human movement. 
Not only is LaMott a full time teacher, he is a full 
time husband to Lynn Marie. Married almost a 
year and a half, they have a cat and hope to soon 
add a dog to their family. 
Dr. Lori Charron officially joined the faculty 
here also this fall. Although she taught as an 
adjunct professor the last eight years, now she is 
officially a part of the department of communica-
tion. Dr. Charron attained a B.A. in Psychology, a 
Masters in Family Communication at the 
University of Minnesota, and a PhD in 
Communication Ethics also from the University of 
Minnesota. Charron's special academic interest is 
in the new field of communication ethics. She 
hopes to establish her name and credentials in 
this area. Charron teaches Interpersonal 
Communication, Public Speaking, and other class-
es. She loves communications and teaching 
which she communicates well to her students. 
She is married to Michael Charron, and they are 
expecting a baby this November.t 
Senior Completes 
ROTC Program 
Editor's note: We recently received this letter 
from the Air Force, 
To Whom It May Concern, 
Please print the following article in the next issue 
of The Sword. 
Congratulations to senior Patrick Marsh, 
who was one of several students who completed 
ROTC Field Training at Lackland Air Force Base in 
Texas. Field Training is a rigorous four week 
assignment where Air Force cadets are given first 
hand exposure to Air Force life and officer train-
ing. If you see Pat, be sure to congratulate him on 
his achievement. 
Department of the Air 





by Marc Wedo 
What exactly is there to do once a day of 
classes has drawn to a dose? Many new students 
at Concordia have this same question on their 
minds at the beginning of a new school year. 
As night falls and the shadows begin to gath-
er out on the knoll, the campus appears to be doz-
ing peacefully. However, behind closed doors, 
one can often find some club or organization 
holding a meeting. 
The "Festival of Booths" has been an excel-
lent launching pad for campus dubs and organi-
zations for several years. This traditional gather-
ing of clubs is held shortly after the beginning of 
every school year. 
Through the "Festival of Booths," clubs and 
organizations at Concordia gain an opportunity to 
publicize their group and possibly gain some new 
members in the process. 
This year's "Festival of Booths" was held on 
Tuesday, September 19, in the Dining Hall. Paul 
Drange, the 1995-96 Director of Clubs and 
Organizations, was the man who put the whole 
thing together. In comparison to last year when I 
was the Clubs and Organizations director, atten-
dance at the festival was very good. Several of the 
big name clubs such as CREW (Concordia's 
Relentless Environmental Workers), UMOJA 
(United Minds of Joint Action), HMS (Hispanic 
Mission Society), and many more turned out to try 
and sell their organization to all of the eager new 
 
If you're new to Concordia and actually have 
time on your hands to be involved in things, then 
check out one of our clubs or organizations. 
There is one for almost every taste, and if there 
isn't one for you—start ondt 
Profs continued from pg 1 
on the second floor of the administration offices. 
She received her Bachelor of Accountancy from 
the University of North Dakota and a Masters in 
Strategic Management from the University of 
Minnesota. Before accepting a teaching position 
at Concordia, Kim Glidden worked eight years for 
the manufacturing firm, Alliant Techsystems. Her 
experience and expertise in accounting guarantee 
the profit Concordia has to gain. On a personal 
note, she is married to Charles, lives in 
Bloomington, and has a one year old named Ian. 
Concordia's addition to the psychology and 
health and fitness education departments is Dr. 
Eric LaMott. LaMott was full time adjunct last year; 
he became full time faculty this fall. LaMott 
received a B.S. in psychology and a M.S. in exer-
cise and sport studies from Boyce State, Idaho. 
He continued his education and received a Ph.D. 
in Kinesiology from the University of Minnesota. 
Dr. LaMott is also certified by Outward Bound and 
as a Red Cross instructor. At Concordia, he teach-
es upper level health classes, fitness classes, Sport 
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Even your 
social life has 
prerequisites. 
Choose from our 
great selection of CDs. 
Artists include Brother 
Cane, Clueless movie 
soundtrack, Elastica•, 
Everclear, Foo Fighters, 
Hum, Radiohead, Rusted 
Root, Shaggy, Silverchair, 
Smoking Popes and Sponge. 










Buy one set of 
Qua 1 ex prints, 
get a second set 
FREE  
POLYGRAM 
Enclose this coupon and one roll of 110.126. disc or 35mm full 
frame color print film or single-use camera (C-41 process only) 
in a film developing order envelope. Choose 3" or 4" Twin Photo 
Galaxy or 4" Twin Big Prints. Write "2nd Set Free" in the 
Special Instructions box. Photo Galaxy not from 126. Offer not 
from panoramic film. One roll per coupon. one coupon pe.r. guest. 
May not be combined with any other offer, Reproductions not 
accepted. Photo Galaxy is a registered trademark of Oualex Inc. 
TARGET COUPON 




   
    
1 off • Rubbermaid 
dual-action 
wastebasket or large 
laundry basket 
. •: ,!"'M Consumer: Limit 
one item per 
coupon, one 
coupon per guest. 
Reproductions not 
accepted .Cashi er: 




We do your pi ctures, too. Target Film Developing 
TARGET COUPON EXPIRES 10/15/95 
$1 off  
Suburbanite 1 arge angl e 
broom, jumbo butterfly 
mop or standup butler 
Consumer: Limit one item 
per coupon, one coupon per 
guest. Reproductions not 
accepted. Cashier: Scan 
product then scan coupon. 




$1 off  3 rol 1 s of 
Target color 
print film (Si ngle or 3 - pk.) 
OR 
any Target One Shot camera 
(with or without flash) 
Consumer: Limit three rolls per coupon, one 
coupon per guest. Reproductions' not accepted. 
Cashier: Scan product then scan coupon. 
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Advertised sale price good through Saturday, September 30, 1995. 
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Corey Brandenburger, senior: "A 
silly sense of humor, and eyes, defi-
nitely eyes, and she has to like being 
covered with shaving cream." 
uts Jesus first, above all tangs, 
because then all the other qualities 
I'd look 
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4401 A. 44,14,e, 
Lucas Wood •Oinore: 
"Probably value of morals, how they 
value life, and a non-materialistic 
idea.. ." 
a Krueger, junior: "Strong 
faith in God and a compassionate 
heart." 
y Potsko, freshman: 
inality, and I like fun. 
humor, too, and a good 
'rade-humility. And s 
spit ice at me.." 
u look for in 
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Homecoming Hits Highs 
by Andrew J. Everard & Jodi Riggert 
The 1995 Concordia College Homecoming 
week started off with a bang, and literally ended 
with an oink. 
This year's events seemed to be socially ori-
ented and enjoyed by students of all classes. From 
freshmen to seniors, there were more students 
participating than in previous years. 
The week was kicked off on Tuesday with 
the Homecoming Coronation. Much of the stu-
dent body was present as Jennifer Witte and 
Jeremy Fuchs took the respected titles of 
Homecoming King and Queen. 
Wednesday night was the night of the big 
Homecoming dance. The lack in class attendance 
Thursday morning was a good indication of the 
success of this event. However, sleepy-eyed stu-
dents came out in flocks Thursday afternoon to 
the sounds of spills and cheers in the first annual 
milk drinking contest. 
Ryan Smith did his best Garth Brooks imita-
tion and set the stage for Thursday evening's 
Karaoke night. The Student Union was packed as 
fellow students listened to each other sing all of 
the classics from Y.M.C.A. to Beauty Queen. 
Bad weather put a damper on the atten-
dance Friday night as the Minneapolis Reggae All-
Stars took the stage out on the knoll. However, 
those who did attend heard some great music. 
On Saturday, Concordia alumni paid return 
visits to campus. After seeing the annual home-
coming parade, the alumni watched the Comets 
suit up against Lakeland College in football. The 
Comets, seeking their first win, gave-up a late 
fourth quarter touchdown and tied the Lakers of 
Sheboygan, Wisconsin 33-33. 
The Homecoming festivities ended with a 
real oink. The pig roast attracted both current stu-
dents and alumni -to feast on some outstanding 
swine before bringing the 1995-96 Homecoming 
Week to an end. 
All in all, this year's Homecoming was a true 
change for the better. Much of the praise for this 
year's Homecoming success goes to some of the  
new members of the 95-96 Student Senate. David 
Penn (President), along with RudyAvina (Director 
of Publicity) and Adam Oelfke (Special Events 
Coordinator), were the real people behind the 
Today's Challenge 





scenes in this year's Homecoming preparations. 
Great job to all involved in Homecoming Week! 
Next up—Snow Week! t 
challenger THE INTERNATIONAL CROSSNUMBER GAME 
DIRECTIONS: 
Fill each square with a number. one through nine. Mfluvr. 
• Horizontal squares should add to totals on right. 
•Vertical squares should add to totals on bottom. 
• Diagonal squares through center should add to 
total in upper and lower right. 
.4er5;' 1%% 
Campus Pastor Gerry Coleman and friends relax in the new Campus 
Ministry Center located in the tunnel near Information Services. 
Dr. Emily More at Hwange, Zimbabwe Africa. She is in a game park 
near HwangeSafari Lodge. The herd of elephants in the background are 
watering. To the left, outside of the picture was a very large crocodile. 
Friday September 29, 1995 
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Religious Renovation! 
New Office Brings Ministry Center to CSP 
by Amy Klein 
An extremely keen observer may have 
detected a little bit of confusion in the tunnel of 
the Classroom building recently. Returning male 
students who are unaware, unobservant, or just 
barely awake, innocently head into Room #07 
which was a men's room the last time they 
checked. However, instead of the expected facili-
ties, they find office furniture and the smiling 
faces of Concordia's Pastor Gerry Coleman, cam-
pus ministry intern John Hoffman, and various 
students. Surprise, guys! The room's been con-
verted into the Campus Ministry Center. (Didn't 
you notice the sign by the door?) 
Pastor Coleman's vision for Concordia is that 
the campus ministry should be student-owned 
and student-led, that students should be empow-
ered to take responsibility for the spiritual life of 
the school. The existence of the Ministry Center 
fits in with that goal. It's a reference, resource, and  
planning center, and a meeting place for students. 
The bookshelves contain materials that can 
be used for dorm Bible studies and devotions. The 
pastor's office is adjoining because he is an advi-
sor of that process. 
Many of us are aware of Pastor Coleman's 
challenge that we outgrow our chapel by the end 
of the year. It's a challenge to students - "I can't do 
it; students can," Coleman said. He feels that the 
new small group ministry will be important to that 
process. With the support and spiritual encour-
agement that students receive as a part of a small 
group, they may become bolder to invite others 
along to chapel. 
One burden on Pastor Coleman's heart is 
that people have a very selfish attitude about wor-
ship - " It should be what I like, or I won't be 
involved.' If that's our attitude, we don't need a 
chapel at all." After all, worship isn't for us; it's for 
the glory of God. The hope is that by offering a  
wide variety at chapel enough things will be 
included to make everyone feel at home. 
Stop by the Ministry Center when you have a 
chance and find out for yourself what it's all about 
For those of you who haven't seen the changes, 
you should be especially (and pleasantly) sur-
prised even if you do miss the men's room!t 
Former Dean Sends Letter From Africa 
Letter From Zimbabwe 
Dr. Emily Moore, as former Dean of faculty at 
Concordia, St. Paul got the opportunity to visit 
Zimbabwe. This is a letter, in her own words 
retelling her adventures. Enjoy! 
Dear Concordia Students: 
Mhoro (Hello) and welcome back to a new, 
exciting and adventure-filled academic year at 
CSP. 
It has been a long time since I've missed a 
school year opening. as a faculty member or 
administrator. I am now enjoying a few months 
away. I have been in higher education since 1973 
and administration since 1979. This letter about 
my travels to Zimbabwe constitutes my first sab-
batical—a time to study, learn, reflect and engage 
other professionals in development ultimately to 
assist you, the students of the academy. It is an 
opportunity to experience the real world. 
I wanted to share this adventure with you, 
especially since you also have the opportunity to 
experience the global marketplace through 
Concordia's national and international programs 
like HECUA, the Monterrey program, India, DCE 
and others. 
Adventure it was from the three and a half 
hour wait on the runway to Newark International 
Airport with hundreds of other planes before the 
seven hour flight to London and twelve hours to 
Zimbabwe to the elephant breaking into our corn-
pound, tramping over cars and standing outside 
of my room door during our safari at Hwange; 
from discussions with several ministers in the cab-
inet of the President of Zimbabwe, with Corp 
Director, Larry Bellma to visiting a village and 
meeting the chief of one of the tribes in the ChM.' 
region. He was Mr. Shumbra (meaning "lion"), 
and he had five wives. Adventured ranged also 
from having a conversation with a government 
official and others while being caught in the ele-
vator of a public health building for 45 minutes to 
being in the midst of a student protest riot at the 
University of Zimbabwe; from seeing the devasta-
tion of HIV/AIDS on a beautiful people in a beau-
tiful country on a magnificent continent to awak-
ening to the melodic voices of the Shona people 
in song in the park on an early Sunday morning. 
It was an adventure, scary sometimes, but, always 
exciting and enlightening. It was wonderful! 
I can't tell you all that happened in detail, 
but, I can give you the sense of adventure and 
wonder in discovering something new, particular- 
ly to know that Africa is old and different, but, 
enduring and open to me and you. 
This academic study tour was sponsored by 
the American Association of Higher Education, 
Black Caucus. (I currently serve on the annual 
meeting program planning committee and the 
doctoral student committee.) Twenty-seven 
administrators and faculty from such universities 
as Rutgers, San Francisco State, University of 
California, Texas Southern, Chicago State, 
Spelman, City Colleges of Chicago, Columbia 
College and Concordia St. Paul took part. 
We arrived in Harare, the capital and largest 
city in Zimbabwe very early in the morning. 
"Zimbabwe," meaning "one who does not sleep," 
was formerly called Salisbury. Since independence 
in 1980 with current President Robert Mugabe, 
Zimbabwe has prospered under a democratic gov-
ernment and thriving economy. Interestingly, 
there is currently no identified successor to the 
President. A person of elite standing explained 
that this was not unusual. The grooming of a sec-
ond may result in a "coup" takeover rather than a 
smooth succession. 
Harare, Zimbabwe is clean and modern with 
a very pleasant year-round climate. The country, 
landlocked, borders South Africa on the south, 
Mozambique on the east, Botswana on the south-
west, Namibia on the west, and Zambia on the 
northwest. Most people speak English; however, 
the language of the indigenous people is shona or 
ndebele. Our primary hotel, the Monomatapa, 
was located next to the National Archives which 
fosters the native art form of Shona sculpture. 
We traveled all over the country. In the hinter-
lands, we toured the awesome Victoria Falls. With 
its vast curtain of water spilling into the narrow 
Zambezi gorge—nearly a mile wide and 355 feet 
high—it dwarfs Niagara The Makaloo tribe 
named the falls "Masi-oa-Tunya" or "Smoke that 
Thunders." 
We cruised the Zambezi River, where I saw 
hippos, buffalo, and crocodiles in the water 
around us. I continued to say to myself: 'This is 
not National Geographic, and it is not television!" 
Wild Africa flourishes with abundant zebra, 
buffalo, wildebeest, giraffe, 33 species of antelope, 
rhino, crocodile, baboons, and unbelievable bird 
populations. Most of these I saw in total awe dur-
ing the Hwage Safari game viewing trip. 
In an open land rover from late afternoon to 
the dark of night we traveled the vast landscape. 
My only fear resulted upon realizing that lion and 
cheetah sightings are done with only a flashlight 
shining into the tree limbs in the dead of night. 
Since I was at the very top of the open land rover, 
I didn't think this was a very good idea. 
Later in our trip we visited the Great 
Zimbabwe ruins of the flourishing 13th-15th cen-
tury settlement. At one time these ruins were the 
capital of the Great Munhumotopa Kingdom. I 
climbed 250 feet to the top of the hill complex, 
once known as the Acropolis. It was in Great 
Zimbabwe that we met the village medicine man 
and healer. 
Upon our return to Harare, we began sever-
al meetings at the University of Zimbabwe. I men-
tioned the student unrest earlier in this letter. 
Historically in the late 1980's the students 
launched a protest against the government for 
perceived corruption. Feeling threatened by the 
uprisings, the government cut off some areas of 
University funding. During our visit hundreds and 
hundreds of students were in and around the stu-
dent union. Many office windows had been shat-
tered and broken the previous night. Glass was 
everywhere. The Dean of Students' office was in ' 
turmoil and total disarray. The student govern-
ment leaders and others were suspended. The  
dormitories had been closed for a period. There 
had been bomb threats the previous day. Classes 
were still being held. 
The students were protesting the living 
allowance provided by the government. Not only 
was the allowance very meager, but it was often 
inaccurate in amount. There were other issues as 
well. About 10 members of our group (me, includ-
ed) met with the Dean of Students and her staff. 
We provided and lent our expertise in dealing 
with this matter. We continued to emphasize the 
need to open the lines of communication with 
students and administration. As with other African 
countries, the government is very involved with 
the universities. The President of Zimbabwe is the 
Chancellor of the University. This was a very inter-
esting situation. 
I really enjoyed the experiences of this 
African country. I return with an increased appre-
ciation for Africa, her past, present, and her 
impact on all our futures. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Emily Moore 
Editor's note: Dr. Emily Moore's photo essay, 
"Women and Children of Zimbabwe" will be 
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The castl of King's Players strikes a pose for the camera. CSP Home 
Performances: October 26-28 at 7 PM, October 29 at 2 PM—Hope to see 
you there! 
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KP Still Thriving After First Decade 
The King's Players 
by Amy Marsh 
What are the King's Players? A definition by 
the director of King's Players (KP) is "Joyful peo-
ple who love to dance, sing, tell jokes, and in the 
midst of it all, praise God as well." 
That's just what Corey Brandenburger, Erica 
Christian, Ellie Close, Shelly Dornke, Tom Edelen, 
Trina Justman, Lori Lanning, Doogie Neel, Rob 
Nelson, Bill Sather, Heidi Souba, and Chad 
Trunkhill are willing and excited to do. 
Professor Michael Charron began KP ten 
years ago when he felt the need to dedicate more 
time to God. He discovered that students were 
willing to dedicate their talents, and thus begun 
the group. Most of the performances contain orig-
inal materiaL Mike wrote the first several stories 
that KP performed, and students have also 
become involved in the creating of music and sto-
ries throughout the years. 
The main focus of KP is to have fun by get-
ting people to laugh, clap, holler, sing, and dance. 
by Carrah Rosine 
As Co-Editor of the Sword, I wanted also to 
remain a writer in some way, so I thought a good 
way to continue writing and also co-edit would be 
to write this column. Now, you may ask 'Why 
should I listen to what she has to say?" Well, I'm 
going to tell you. I happen to be one of the big-
ger movie freaks on campus. I go to quite a few 
movies in the theater, and I know most of the 
movies coming out on video before they are even 
released. Working at a small video store makes 
me realize just how many movies I have seen. 
People seem to enjoy coming to me and asking 
advice as to what movie they should see. 
Sometimes, I really strike one they like and other 
times I don't. I'm going to assume it will be the 
same with you. 
I became interested in movies when I hit 
that teenage year when you're too young to go 
out but too old to hang out at home, so I did what 
most teenagers do, I turned to the only source of 
entertainment in my hometown of Coon Rapids 
and hit the theaters. 
One of the hits this summer was "Waterworld" 
with Kevin Costner. This movie got a bad rap 
because of Costner's past acting flops; however, 
the movie allowed the perfect role - for him, one 
with hardly any speaking parts. The action and 
special effects were nothing but spectacular which 
is a plus, considering it was the most expensive 
movie ever made. This movie probably reaped 
what it sowed though; it went #1 the first week-
end it was in the theater. "Waterworld" has all the 
makings of a great movie a wonderful plot, a fairly 
well-renowned cast, and of course, a lesson in pre-
serving our world. Even with all of these, it still 
seemed to die out in the theatre, but don't let crit-
ics and theater statistics scare you away. If you're 
looking to be entertained with a good action film, 
"Waterworld" is the. movie to see. 
Another movie released this summer was 
"Apollo 13." If you like sitting on the edge of your 
seat, this is the movie to see. With a tremendous 
cast of Tom Hanks, Kevin Bacon, Bill Paxton, and 
KP also brings the word of God to people in an 
entertaining way. Certain people may feel threat-
ened by such a group, but there is no reason peo-
ple can't enjoy the group for its music and humor 
alone. It is not just for Christians; it is for anyone. 
KP is a full year commitment for the mem-
bers. Not only do they travel during the school 
year, but they also dedicate part of their summer 
to traveling. This year KP is traveling to places 
such as Memphis, New Orlearls, Indiana, Florida, 
Wisconsin, Michigan, and (of course) Minnesota. 
During these trips, the members make many new 
friends. 
KP is not funded by the school, so they 
actively raise all of their own funds. Their self-suf-
ficiency and excellent performances attract many 
people. Occasionally, students come to CSP sim-
ply because they were impressed by KP. 
If you haven't seen a performance by our 
King's Players, you may want to check them out. If 
you have seen them, you already know they're 
wonderful!!!t 
Gary Sinise, you can't help but want to see it. This 
is another movie with special effects that will blow 
you away. There are a few places where the film 
hits a bit of a lull, but you don't have to wait too 
long for another huge problem and another set of 
thrilling, suspenseful, moments. Tom Hanks does 
his usual outstanding acting, but you won't be 
hearing "Stupid is as stupid does" in this movie—
only, "Houston, we have a problem!" 
If you're the type of person (which most col-
lege students are) who waits for movies to hit the 
cheap theaters, then you should listen to this. 
Playing at Roseville right now is "Batman Forever," 
"First Knight," and "Nine Months." Now, I know 
all you Batman fans are .a little perturbed that 
Michael Keaton didn't come back for the third 
Batman movie, but you should think about giving 
Val Kilmer a chance. It's true that this Batman isn't 
quite as dark as the first two; however, it managed 
to retain that dark aspect and still add a little of 
the humor that didn't exist before. Harvey Bent, 
played by Tommy Lee Jones, leaned towards a 
Joker like character. He lacked the development 
needed to make him a valid character. However, 
Jim Caney pulled off a splendid performance as 
the Riddler. His goofy antics and wacky personal-
ity created the perfect part. He added that little 
part of the movie that was missing in the first two 
(and I do realize that's why some of you didn't like 
it.) Chase, the hormone raging, punching bag, 
psychologist, had just a little too much sex appeal 
and too little brains to stand up to the prior 
female characters of Vicky Vale and Catwoman. 
The film does a good job of summing up Bruce's 
reasoning behind the bat. Overall, it was a good 
flick, but Batman fans beware, you may not like it. 
I could not have imagined a more perfect 
King Arthur than Sean Connery. His sophistica-
tion, honor, and demeanor in "First Knight" made 
him the man many women dream about, and of 
course, Sir Launcelot, played by Richard Gere, was 
the man women hate to love.. No, I won't forget 
to mention the beautiful and talented Julia 
Ormond, who played Queen Gwynevere (some of  
you might remember her from "Legends of the 
Fall"). "First Knight" is an action packed love 
story. If you've ever read a King'7Arthur story, then 
you know the beauty conveyed in the written 
descriptions. They did a tremendous job of recre-
ating that picture for the screen. Camelot was 
just like I dreamed it would be. The movie never 
gives you a second to breathe; it's a roller coaster 
of emotions (especially for women.) This film is 
a definite must see for everyone. 
Just recently released on video are two of the 
summer's biggest hits "Outbreak" and "Pulp 
Fiction." "Outbreak" is a none stop action-adven-
ture-suspense kind of film. I don't think I took 
one breath the entire first time I saw it. If you 
haven't heard, this movie is about a virus that is 
released in the United States. The virus takes only 
24 hours to kill, so Dustin Hoffman and Rene 
Russo, who play a recently divorced couple, team 
up to destroy the virus. Just a warning, they are 
fairly vivid in the details of the virus, so if you get 
queasy easily, I wouldn't recommend this movie; 
however, if a little blood doesn't bother you, this 
is one of those movies you can't afford to miss. It's 
one of the best films released this year, and I've 
seen a lot. 
The other newly released movie is "Pulp 
Fiction." For all you Quentin Tarantino fans, this 
is one of his best films yet. With witty conversa-
tions by diabolical characters, Tarantino makes an 
intense statement about violence in society. 
Through his films, he demonstrates how noncha-
lantly we view violence. The film features a star  
studded cast of John Travolta, Samuel Jackson, 
Uma Thurman, Harvey Keitel, and many more. 
While making a judgment on violence, Tarantino 
exhibits a large display of savagery, so the faint-
hearted might want to skip this flick as well. 
However, if your an art critic, you'll love this 
movie. Tarantino is brilliant in his display of time 
and time progression. He uses the order of extra-
neous events as a plot device while creating a puz-
zling sequence of incidents that seems to capti-
vate his audiences. Conversations occurring 
between fiendish characters cause you to appreci-
ate their wicked tendencies, therefore proving 
that violence sells. 
On the lighter side, soon to be released is 
'While You Were Sleeping" and "Rob Roy." Don't 
miss the light-hearted comedy starring Sandra 
Bullock and Bill Pullman. t 
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It's a Music Thing 
by Patrick R. Marsh 
Hey folks, how's it going? Good, glad to hear 
it. This is the music article part of the Sword. I will 
be reviewing CD's, concerts, and whatever else I 
come across that you might be interested in. 
That's the key. I'm reporting for you, so please 
give me some feedback and suggestions. You can 
call even if you just want to argue about the new 
Blackhawk CD. This is not a soap box, but it is an 
opinionated article. Obviously, it is difficult to 
review music in an unbiased way since we all hold 
our musical preference so close to our hearts. I'll 
try to tell you about new music that's available and  
let you take it for what it's worth. 
Like many people my musical preference is 
mood oriented. I try to avoid hard-core music 
while studying. I avoid classical when I'm working 
out. I try to avoid rap when my parents are 
around, and I try to avoid country at all cost. 
Throughout the day we all probably listen to a 
variety of music unless your knob is stuck on BOB, 
so what's my point? I am going to try to cover a 
broad spectrum of music (I'll even mention coun-
try, but it will be something I heard from someone 
else. Kind of like sensational journalism isn't it?). 
Female artists are very big right now. One 
that appeals to nearly everyone is Sarah 
MacLachlan. Following "Fumbling Towards 
Ecstasy" Sarah put out a nine song CD with vari-
ous versions of songs from the previous CD on it. 
The CD's title is 'The Freedom Sessions." The 
really exciting thing about this CD is the first track. 
It is a multimedia showcase of Sarah's (It works 
with Mac and Windows, so go try it out at the com-
puter lab. They'll love you for it). It has 30 minutes 
of videos and music. You can sample any song 
from her prior three CD's (video samples are 
available for some of the songs). There are biogra-
phies on all the members of her group. Even a 
merchandise section and a couple of charity pro-
motions are available to look at. Essentially it's 
free advertising for artists, but it's cool for the con- 
sumer too. Plan on seeing a lot more multimedia 
on music CD's in the future. 
In the more hard-core arena, Red Hot Chili 
Peppers put out an album with all original materi-
al for the first time in four years. They picked up 
Dave Navarro (yes, a new guitarist) of Jane's 
Addiction. The new CD entitled "One Hot Minute" 
leaves much of their funk roots in the dirt and 
moves toward a more punk rock direction. The 
first track, "Warped," is getting radio play and may 
seem pretty strange on first listening to it, but 
when hearing it for a second time, one finds it's 
still weird (cool, but weird). 
In other news, KMFDM's new CD is an excel-
lent work of bass driven insanity. If you like the 
Beasties and Rage, then you need to get 311's new 
CD. Green Day, Smashing Pumpkins, and Cypress 
Hill all have new CD's coming out. A six-CD col-
lection of Miles Davis' work will be out soon for 
you jazz fans. I've heard a lot about D'Angelo late-
ly, so check him out too. 
Hey, why buy a CD with songs that are all by 
the same group when you can get a fresh mix of 
groups all playing on a movie? Yes, movie sound-
tracks are quickly becoming a mainstay in our 
quick fix, two minute microwavable burrito, soci-
ety. Some pretty popular new soundtracks are the 
music for Batman Forever, Clueless, Angus, and 
Mortal Kombat. Of course, we all know the origi- 
nal movie soundtrack album that will survive the 
ages is "Saturday Night Fever." This album con-
tains "Disco Inferno" and the Bee Gee's strutting 
classic "Staying Alive." In the retro field we see the 
soundtrack that should be mandated for all CD 
collections—"Pulp Fiction." With excellent old 
dance, surf, and love songs mixed between clips 
from the movie, this is the CD soundtrack of the 
year. 
If you're about to study, or have a romantic 
date, consider some George Winston. He is a 
genius on the piano, and you can catch him in 
concert in early December. Beethoven's 225th 
birthday is coming up so check him out. He's kind 
of the new guy on the block. 
That's all for this article. If you would like 
me to review a certain CD, just give it to me (yes, 
I'll give it back). I feel especially deficient on rap 
and country so enlighten me, and, hey, I think it's 
time the two genres collaborate and create a 
whole new field that's quintessentially American. 
We could call it "Crappy." Just joking. 
Editor's Note: 
If there are Beethoven fans out there, a sound-
track was recently released from the movie 
"Immortal Beloved." This movie features 
Beethoven life, and the soundtrack features 
mainly his syniphonies.t 
Happy Birthday Old Sport 
by Rob Delmont 
On Saturday, I went to a birthday party. This 
party was a little different from the ordinary. Sure 
we partied, but in the street. Sure we sang "Happy 
Birthday" and ate cake. The only thing this party 
was missing was the birthday boy. He's dead. He 
died in 1940. 
This party was dedicated to the memory of 
St. Paul's own award winning author F. Scott 
Fitzgerald. This was his 99th birthday bash, an 
annual celebration going strong now for 2 years. 
The bash took place in front of the Fitzgerald 
Theatre on the corner of Kellogg and Exchange 
Streets. When I first got there, a woman came up 
to me and pushed me toward a table full of signs 
with F. Scott's picture plastered to it. They give 
you a sign and markers and you can decorate it 
anyway you like. I saw some with birthday hats, 
champagne glasses with bubbles, and even one 
dressing Fitzgerald as a woman. I'm sure he was 
turning in his grave. After drawing on F. Scott's 
face, everyone was invited to walk in the parade. 
The parade consisted of anyone willing to walk 
in the parade with their signs in groups that rep-
resented parts of Fitzgerald's life. Some examples 
were "Authors", "Saint Paul Academy", 
"Romantics", "English Majors", and "Men Named 
Scott." 
The Harding marching band played their first 
song which is their rendition of The Village 
People's "YMCA". After that wonderful song, 
Native Minnesotan author Garrison Keillor 
stepped up to a small platform in the middle of 
Exchange street and introduced himself and the 
99th celebration of F. Scott's birthday. After that, a 
few jokes, and a moment of silence for former 
senator Rudy Perpich, when he asked the band to 
play our National Anthem. St. Paul mayor Norm 
Coleman then took the stage and told everyone to 
spend a lot of money in the city (chuckle, chuck-
le). 
The group of F. Scott fans were then lead 
around the block twice by the Harding High 
School band and followed by a truck with an 
organ, draped with an American flag. The mayor 
tried to play the cymbals and Garrison Keillor fol-
lowed the group of people under the sign labeled 
"the rich". 
After the parade, The Bourbon Street Boys 
crank up a 20's tune and a couple showed us a few 
dance moves of the era. They pulled couples out 
of the crowd and taught us a dance called 'The 
Grizzly Bear." It is a strange dance in which the 
dancers look like a couple of bears fighting and 
growling at each other. You would have to see it 
to believe it. The next dance they showed us was 
the "Charleston", not as strange as the other but 
it looked a lot harder. 
A seven hour marathon reading started at 5 
p.m. with authors and other Minnesotans reading 
twelve of Fitzgerald's finest short stories. It was a 
free event and anyone could come and go as they 
please. 
Trolley rides through Fitzgerald's old neigh-
borhoods and haunts were offered for only a quar-
ter It took us through all the places in the 
Summit Avenue area where he lived, hung out 
and even the house of his first girlfriend (they are 
very thorough). 
Francis Scott Key Fitzgerald was born in St. Paul 
in 1896. He was educated at St. Paul Academy, 
which was then a little yellow building not any big-
ger than the SU, the Newman School, and 
Princeton University where he wrote for under-
graduate publications. He was first published at 
the age of 21 in a newspaper/magazine called the 
Smart Set. His first novel was published in 1920  
and he ran out into the streets of St. Paul,stopping 
traffic and telling strangers about his publications, 
saying "I'm published! I'm published!" His most 
well known work, as all you IDS-250ers know, is 
`The Great Gatsby." 
Fitzgerald wrote about his life and others 
around him. His life went from living on the poor 
side of Summit Avenue in the shadow of all the 
rich to living in mansions and throwing huge par-
ties like the ones in 'The Great Gatsby." He pub-
lished many stories and novels in his time involv-
ing social and political issues of the era. 
F. Scott died in 1940 at the age of forty-four 
from a heart attack while working on his unfin-
ished novel on Hollywood. Even though he died 
fifty years ago, he is still remembered and his 
birthday is still celebrated thanks to the people at 
Minnesota Public radio. 
The whole event was fun to go to and interest-
ing at the same time. Next years event is supposed 
to be much larger and last for a week. For more 
information or if you would like to volunteer your 
time for the next years bash call the Fitzgerald 
Events Line at 290-1131 or browse MPR's on-line 
site: www.mnonline.org/mpr/. Hope to see you 
there next year!t 
The presence and support of the Concordia 
community continues to spur on the Comets. 
The soccer team will again confront Hamline at 
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Three ways to 
beat the high 
cost of college. 
1.The Montgomery GI Bill 
2. Student loan repayment 
3. Part-time income 
The Army Reserve Alternate 
Training Program is a smart way to 
pay for college. 
First, if you qualify, the Mont-
gomery GI Bill can provide you with 
up to $6,920 for current college ex-
penses or approved vo/tech training. 
Second, if you have—or obtain—a 
qualified student loan not in default, 
you may get it paid off at the rate of 
15% per year or $500, whichever is 
greater, up to a maximum of $10,000. 
Selected military skills can double that 
maximum. 
Third, you can earn part-time 
money in college, and here's how it 
works: One summer you take Basic 
Training, and the next summer you 
receive skill training at an Army 
school. You'll earn over $1,500 for 
Basic and even more for skill training. 
Then you'll attend monthly meetings 
at an Army Reserve unit near your 
college, usually one weekend a month 
plus two weeks a year. You'll be paid 
over $105 a weekend to start. It's 
worth thinking about. Give us a call: 
CALL: 628-9003 
NOW IN ROSEVILLE 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE 
ARMY RESERVE 




Teamwork and Enthusiasm Bring Success to Lady Comets 
by Jodi Riggert 
Thirteen Concordia Comet women are set-
ting themselves up for a successful 1995 volleyball 
season. As six new members joined seven veteran 
volleyball players, the Lady Comets team has 
already completed nearly one-third of their sea-
son, but there's much more action to come. 
Under the direction of Coach Liz Perryman 
and with the leadership of team captain Heather 
Miller, the Lady Comets currently hold an 11-9 
record. The team has been busy over the week-
ends as they have participated in three tourna-
ments so far. CSP's top hitter, Marla Garbers, was 
named to an All-Tournament team at all three 
tournaments. The Lady Comets will attend four  
more weekend tournaments, including 
Concordia's own Comet Classic on October 13 
and 14. This six-team tournament will include 
Briar Cliff College, Huron University, College of St. 
Mary, Mayville State, and the NAIA tenth ranked 
team, Viterbo. 
Coach Perryman is pleased with the attitudes 
and enthusiasm of the whole team as they contin- 
ually get together. According to Perryman, Marla 
Garbers has been a dominating hitting force for 
the team, and Jen Witte's adjustment to the mid-
dle hitting position has also helped the team con-
siderably. 
The team looks forward to continued suc-
cess for the rest of the season. Support the Lady 
Comets by catching one of their upcoming games. 
Soccer Teams Keep on Truckin'  
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Comet Runners off to Fast Start 
By Ryan Smith 
The Concordia men's and women's cross 
country teams are off and running in 1995 as head 
coach Brian Schmit looks to build on the teams' 
success in 1994. 
On Saturday, the men and women competed 
in the CIT cross country meet in Mequon, WI. 
This year's CIT included teams from CSP, 
Concordia-Mequon and Concordia-River Forest as 
well as eight other small college teams. 
The Comet men dominated the race as 
freshman Kyle Peterman led the way with a sec-
ond place finish in the five mile race (26:11). In  
fact, CSP placed five runners in the top eight: 
Peterman, Jonathan Breitbarth (3rd), Alex Payne 
(5th), Chris Brown (6th), and Jim Salava (8th). 
Their performance put the Comets head and 
shoulders ahead of the 11th team field. 
Coach Schmit is confident that the team can 
earn at least an at-laxge bid to the NAIA national 
meet. 
The women's team lost all six runners from 
last year's squad to a variety of circumstances. 
Three girls make up the Comet roster this year: 
Sientja Engler, Carol Walz, and Lydia Wittman. 
Engler was the Comets' top finisher in the five 
kilometer CIT meet (20:56).t 
Tough Schedule + Tough Luck= 
Tough Start for CSP Football 
hefty dose of tough luck on the season's opening 
kidcoffas Crown's Todd Manske returned the 
ball for a touchdown. Manske's return set the 
tone for opening day as the Comets fell to Crown 
266 at Griffin Stadium. 
Next up: a trip to Collegeville, MN and an 
opportunity to play the number two ranked team 
in NCAA division DI, St John's University. Head 
Coach Tom Cross had his team fired up to play 
the Johnnies as the Comets were able to force 
Sp to go three-and-out on their first possession. 
However, the Jolmriies regained their form en 
route to a 61-14 victory over our beloved Comets. 
The Comets played a very respectable game 
against St John's and showed flashes of brilliance 
at times. Sophomore wide receiver Jesse Ferbeyre made 
a great diving catch of a Chad Coburn pass for a 40 yard 
gain. Another Sophomore, defensive end Lucas 
Woodford, recovered a fumble in the end zone for 
Concordia's first touchdown of the day. The other score 
came on a Joe Nusbaum sweep in the second half 
T.C.'s troops faced Lakeland in CSP's 1995 homecom-
ing. The Comets finally got a break as they recovered a 
Lakeland fumble on the opening kick; however, no 
points resulted after a missed field goal 
Lady luck remained on the Comets side as Woodford 
intercepted a pass on lakeland's very first play from 
scrimmage. This time kicker Stephen Lammers, a lefty, 
was able to knock the ball through the uprights. 
By Ryan Smith 
The Comet football team is off 
to an 03-1 start in a very difficult 
1995 campaign With St John's U., 
UW-Eau Claire, and Wartburg on 
this season's schedule, the 
Comets face what is probably the 
strongest list of opponents in the 
school's history. And if a tough 
schedule is not enough to force a 
battle up hi, add a little tough 
luck 
The Comets received a 
Eric Schulte attempts to turn the corner and reach the first down as 
Lakeland defenders close-in on him. 
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The Comets extended their lead to 10-0 after Nusbaum 
scored from three yards out—his third touchdown in as 
many games. 
The Comets lost their lead and fell behind 27-19, set-
ting up for what would have been a gallant comefrom-
behind victory. Ccbum delivered the go ahead score on 
a scrambling bomb to Ferbeyre in the back of the end 
zone. The two connected on the two point conversion 
and put the Comets in front 33-27 with just 41 seconds 
remaining .  
On the ensuing kickoff, the Comets were bitten by the 
tough luck bug as Cobum's squibb kick was lined at one 
of Lakeland's up-receivers, giving Iakeland good field 
position at midfield. 
Despite two five yard penalties, Lakeland was able 
to even the score with a five yard touchdown pass on the 
game's final play. The score was knotted at 33-33 with no 
time on the dock and lakeland setting up to kick a 
game-winning extra point The Comets escaped defeat 
as a high snap lifted the holler to his feet where the 
Comet special teams unit mauled him. The game ended 
a tie. 
On Saturday, the Comets faced a physical UW-Fau 
Claire team in Eau Claire. From the opening quarter, it 
was evident that the UW-Eau Claire offensive and defen-
sive lines would control the flow of the game with an 
impressive display of power football The Comet offense 
was triable to sustain a drive in a 67-7 drubbing. 
The Comet Defense was worn downby Eau Claire's 
offensive line which averaged 285 pounds. However, 
CSP's defense supplied the team's offense as Joe law 
stripped the ball from an Eau Claire running back before 
II ing the ball to Scott Bloomquist Who rambled 47 
yards into the end zone. linebacker Chris Short supplied 
some defensive help as he collected 11 taddes in the 
game, giving him 46 tackles in just four games 
This Saturday the Comets travel to Waverly, IA to face 
Wartburg, The two teams met for the first time last year 
at Griffin Stadium where Wartburg defeated the Comets. 
Fans should arrive early for the 1:00 game as Wartburg 
averages upwards of 3500 fans in the stands.t 
The Iron Horse Felled by Iron Man 
by Richard Davenport 
He was called the Iron Horse, and according 
to him, he was the luckiest man on the face of the 
earth. He played in 2,130 consecutive baseball 
games for his hometown New York Yankees. 
Even today he stands as a monument to the game 
that is called the national pastime. "He" is Lou 
Gehrig, first baseman for the Yankees from 1923 
to 1939. Gehrig's streak was testimony to his nick-
name, and fans and players alike touted his record 
streak of 2,130 games as unbreakable. The only 
person to come dose to that record was Everett 
Scott, who played in 1,307 consecutive games. It  
seemed impossible for Gehrig's landmark to be 
surpassed. It was a dream. 
Welcome to Fantasy Land, Cal Ripken, Jr sole 
proprietor. On September 6, 1995, Ripken broke 
that record and passed from the realm of dreams 
to a world of reality. Ripken, who plays for the 
Baltimore Orioles, tore down history at precisely 
9:20 pm and 9 seconds, Eastern Standard time. As 
a post script to this monumental achievement, 
Ripken had two hits in four at bats, one of which 
was a home run into left field. 
Back in 1982 (May 30, to be exact) Ripken 
started his streak of consecutive games played in 
a game which the Orioles lost to the Toronto Blue 
Jays, and Ripken himself went 0 for two at bats. 
How fitting it is that thirteen years and three 
months later, Ripken should break a record that 
he never set out to break in a game that the 
Orioles won. 
While Gehrig was the 'iron Horse" to his 
fans, Ripken is "Iron Man" to the fans of the 
Orioles. It seems almost eerie when you think 
about it. Ripken and Gehrig had a lot in common, 
from being a Hometown Hero to the love of the 
game. One has to admire Ripken's work ethic. 
He is a hero and is looked up to by many young 
people today, including some of Concordia's own 
baseball players. 
"Sure I admire his work ethic. I hope that I 
can be as devoted to my game as he is to his," says 
Chris Brown. 
Jeff Kuha concurs; however he says that "He 
should have crossed the line during the strike. It 
seems unfair that he should get that record." 
Many fans feel the same as Kuha, but the fact 
remains that Cal Ripken, Jr, thanks to an incredi-
ble sense of work ethic and loyalty, HAS done 
what few thought could be done. He is the new all 
time consecutive games leader in Major League 
Baseball. At least, for nowt 
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CSP Trashes Computer 
Editorial: CSP Trashes Computer 
by Dan Bassett 
"The mission of Concordia College, a 
college of the Lutheran Church-Missouri 
Synod, is to prepare students for thought-
ful and informed living, for dedicated ser- 
THIS MONTH 
Editor's Note: This is one of two arti-
cles designed to give the student an overview of 
news that is easy to miss while involved on a 
college campus such as Concordia. The other is 
located on the News page. There is no possible 
way to cover each news event that has hap-
pened since the last issue. Subjects in this article 
will be covered quickly . 
* Ross Perot's political gathering in 
Texas proved to be a smorgasbord of political 
ideas from the not-so-popular Bob Dole to the 
ever conservative Pat Buchanan. However, a 
former Perot pollster stated that of the meager 
2500 attending, a slim margin of those represent 
true United We Stand America voters. 
* Pro-life advocates were shocked and 
a little leery to hear Norma McCorvey, the Jane 
Roe of the Roe vs. Wade case speak out against 
the pro-choice movement. Unfortunately for 
conservatives, she admits to having a lesbian 
lover, forcing the conservative movement to ask 
whether they even want her on their side. 
* A U.S. News poll shows that Colin 
Powell is liked quite a bit more by whites than 
blacks. This is as a result of the black population 
knowing next to nothing about him. Of the 
small number of blacks who even know who he 
is, only 19% know that he is black. 
* The strong hold that Saddam 
Hussein has held on Iraq for years began to 
crumble with the defection of Lt. General 
Hussien Kamel Hassan to Jordan. Hassan was 
the head of such projects as the nuclear and poi-
son-gas departments. Iraq itself is now in tur-
moil with factions fighting in a no-holds-barred 
struggle for territory. 
* General Manager of a new restau-
rant in Moscow which serves traditional Russian 
fast food, Vitaly Usov, is teaching his waitresses 
to smile like the ones who work at McDonald's. 
* President Bill Clinton took strong 
steps to curb teenage smoking in America 
despite the fact that the laws on such an action 
are already on the books. No cigarette vending  
vice to God and humanity, and for the 
enlightened care of God's creation, all 
within the context of the Christian 
Gospel." 
Have you ever walked through cam-
pus amazed at how much litter there is? 
Have you ever wondered where it all came 
from? It came from us. Not to worry, it 
either blows away or is picked up by 
someone else. 
Who is that someone else? CSP main-
tenance picks up our trash at the cost of 
$2000.00 or one computer per year. This 
cost averages about two dollars per stu-
dent. Remember that next time you need a 
computer and the lab is full. 
A group on campus called N.E.A.T. 
(Now Eliminating All Trash) is in the 
beginning stages of forming a program 
much like the 'adopt a highway' and 
`adopt a park' programs. They are in the 
process of dividing the school grounds for 
trash pick-up. Different organizations will 
machines will be available anymore. It seems he 
could have curbed the problem much faster by 
requiring that all teenagers be able to read the 
warning label. 
* The number of Whitewater indict-
ments has risen to 14 over the past two weeks. 
Interestingly, that is not enough to impress any 
mainstream news to cover the story at all. 
* In order to attend the first women's 
conference, First Lady Hillary Clinton had to 
visit a country in which human rights are mini-
maL Especially those rights that the rest of the 
world generally grant to women as well. 
* Oxford University Press's new inclu-
sive language Bible, as displayed in Newseeks 
September 11 issue, is a triumph for the political-
ly correct. It seems that movement has extended 
to telling even the sinless Son of God, or should 
it be said Child of Father-Mother, how to talk and 
act. 
* Calvin Klein's controversial ads 
that portray soft child pornography were pulled 
in response to pressure from various political 
and social factions. Ira Garey, publisher of 
Sassy contends that what "adults think is offen-
sive, kids most often do not." 
* The feminist plot to drive every male 
institution to its knees was thwarted when used 
poster girl, Shannon Faulkner dropped out of 
the Citadel in the first week. 
* Senator Bob Packwood resigned 
under intense investigation by co-worker 
Barbara Boxer. Packwood was accused of kiss-
ing many campaign workers. With the exception 
of Nel Reynolds, why hasn't Senator Boxer 
launched a similar assault on the ongoing affairs 
of Ted Kennedy or others on the left side of the 
aisle? 
* No more free rides said the GOP 
Congress. Welfare recipients now can only 
receive benefits for a total of five years, and not 
longer than two consecutive years. t 
be asked to take a certain section to be 
cleaned-up. President Holst states that this 
type of program would keep the campus 
clean, save money, and create a lifelong 
awareness. He added, "We can't destroy 
this world." 
Imagine the message we would be 
"Rejoice in the Lord always." I hope 
that the theme for Concordia College's 1995-96 
academic year affects our individual and commu-
nal lives. Doctors tell us that smiling, laughing, 
and happiness, in general, are good for our 
health. "Rejoice in the Lord always" is a good pill 
to swallow. 
May our theme guide the way we look 
at life and relate to each other. May it unite us in 
the happy task of finding good in community. 
Being educated to be a thoughtful person with 
critical analytical logical skills tempts one to sur- 
Do you have any opinion on an arti-
cle in this paper, Concordia College, 
or life in general? If so, write them 
up with your full name, mail box 
number, and extension, and send 
them to: Editorials #1022. If you're 
not a good writer, send your sugges-
tions for future articles. 
sending out to the community if this group 
did not exist. Are we really striving "for 
the enlightened care of God's creation?" 
Well, it's a beginning, but the next time 
you walk across campus, instead of look-
ing at the trash, pick it up.t 
render to cynical suspicions. The Biblical context 
for our theme challenges such gloom and doom 
thinking. "Finally, beloved, whatever is true, 
whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever 
is pure, whatever is pleasing, whatever is com-
mendable, if there is any excellence and if there is 
anything worthy of praise, think about these 
things." Philippians 4:8. 
May our theme and its Biblical context 
call us to think about the positive aspects of living 
and learning together. May God bless our year 
with many reasons to "Rejoice in the Lord always." 
President Bob Holstt 
Have You Heard? 
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Two-year Internship in Venezuela 
Enlightens DCE Student 
by Heidi Souba 
Imagine going on internship to a foreign 
country: so much to learn yet so much to teach; 
so much to hear yet so much to say; so much to 
do yet not enough time. Such was the case of 
returning DCE student, Tom Edelen, during the 
first few weeks of his two year internship in 
Venezuela. 
Although Tom has been back in the states 
for almost five months, he had no problem recall-
ing August 25, 1993, the day he embarked on this 
two-year educational adventure. He admits to hav-
ing had "a variety of butterflies in his stomach," 
but nonetheless he was filled with much hope, 
faith, and anticipation. 
Once he arrived, he began studying the 
Spanish language. His classes were one and one-
half hours each day, five days per week. After two 
months of this program, he had achieved lan-
guage level two, and was not satisfied with his 
progress. So, his parish placed him in a more 
intense program. For one month Tom studied at 
Meridia. His dasses were six hours each days, five 
day per week for four weeks. This intense study 
brought him to a language level nine in half the 
time. 
You may think that after he learned the lan-
guage, he would have been fully prepared to 
begin working. However, the next step was taking 
a month to get acquainted with the culture and 
environment. During this time, he lived in the 
capital city, Caracus, with two other Venezuelan 
friends. His activities included visiting missionary 
families, seeing movies, going to the beach and 
exploring the area. He said, "One of the biggest 
culture shocks about living in a city of nearly nine 
million people was the lack of security." He 
explained, "I had 28 keys for only three buildings, 
and on Monday mornings as I would drive by the 
morgue on my way to the church, I would see a 
long line of people waiting to identify bodies." 
This situation seems rather improbable until you 
consider the recent average of 40 to 50 murders 
committed in the capitol city each weekend. Tom 
said, "Living in the big city was a great learning 
experience and very interesting, but at the same 
time, I was happy to begin my ministry in a small-
er community." 
His ministry began at a church called Fuente 
de Vida (Fountain of Life). It was located in Puerto 
Ordaz; a city the size of St. Paul. Being the fastest 
growing Lutheran church in Venezuela, Fuente de 
Vida, had many members and was able to build on 
its present church body. Because the church fun-
damentals were already in place, he did not need 
to do a lot of planning and implementing. 
Instead, he observed their system, taught them 
English, and shared responsibilities with the 
Sunday school and youth group. After working 
with this church for one year, he transferred to 
another mission area. he said, "It was hard to 
leave. I had a wonderful experience, and I met a 
lot of great people." 
As the second year of his internship began, 
he was sent to a community in Barquisimetro. 
There he helped to "plant a church." Basically, he 
and a missionary pastor worked with a "handful of 
baby Christians," and taught them how to admin-
istrate, facilitate, and nurture their church and 
their faith. As you can imagine, this experience 
was much different from the first. His main 
responsibilities/projects for this church were 
developing and implementing Sunday school and 
youth group programs, facilitating an English lan-
guage club and formulating a healthy family min. 
istry program. He incorporated children into the 
church ministry through children's bulletins and 
children's sermons. An example of his adult min- 
istry includes his involvement with the Club 2000 
office, a branch of the Lutheran Hour Ministry. 
There he helped lead and facilitate discussions on 
social and ethical issues. These public forums 
were instrumental in strengthening the church. 
He said, `They taught adults in the area of Christ 
centered perspective on ethical issue." 
This intense and rewarding experience 
taught Tom many things about his faith, the 
world, and himself. "I grew spiritually by watching 
others grow in faith," he said, "my prayer life grew 
and my devotional life was better. I grew also by 
realizing that no matter what language or nation-
ality, we are all brothers and sisters in Christ, a 
universal church." 
When asked if he would ever go back, he 
said, `To visit, for sure, and maybe to work. It all 
depends on what the Lord has in mind. Right 
now, I am planning on graduating in the spring 
and taking a call in the U.S." 
This experience of frustration and joy, con-
fusion and clarity, confidence and fear gave Tom a 
more enriched perspective on life. he will never 
be the same, and neither will the Venezuelan peo-
ple who were touched by his ministry.t 
Learning . From the Pros 
by Concordia's Journalism Students 
What do these two people whose work you 
may know have in common: a rugged 49 year old 
whose-special province is reporting on gambling 
and a cosmopolitan 29 year old staff writer whose 
stories range from survivors of Auschwitz to stu-
dents of the twin cities .class of 2000. 
David Hawley and Lisa Grace Lednicer are 
featured writers of the St. Paul Pioneer Press and 
both shared insights and stories with Concordia's 
journalism students on successive September 
Fridays. 
"Regardless of what anyone says," said 
Lednicer, a Northwestern University graduate who 
interned on the Wall Street Journal, "the best writ-
ing does take tine." Hawley concurs, pointing 
out, however, that "it's an axiom of the business 
that the story you like the least everyone will like 
the most." 
Whether or not he liked least the story he 
laughed about a story on the original Betty 
Crocker, a story prominent in the September 20 
edition of the pioneer Press, he is definite about 
the story he liked most. It was his profile of Gus 
Hall, the Minnesotan whose tales of the American 
Communist Party revealed "the enormous 
amount of waste by Communists themselves and 
the government in trying to chase them." Hawley, 
originally a musicologist, has been in the newspa-
per business since 1972 when he landed a job on 
the Worthington Daily Globe. 
In addition to his regular Saturday "You 
betcha" gambling column, a column driven by 
Hawley's cautions about his subject (The only 
person who wins is the owner'), Hawley writes on 
other technology issues and, as he was once a the-
ater/music critic, on cultural matters. He has also  
written plays, including Flak Happy and Sum, 
produced by the American History Theater. 
For her part, Lednicer's stories appear 
almost daily in the News and Metro, sometimes 
even in the Express sections of the paper, usually 
on the first page of the section; they include crime 
stories ("Man, 21, dies in fall at Mall of America," 
for example, or "Cannon Falls feels helpless over 
missing girl"); straight news (on NAACP 
Convention or the movement of dream houses 
through city streets); and human interest stories 
such as that on the "Little Minnesotan left behind 
in travel glitch" or the longer solemn series on 
Auschwitz survivors that appeared on the anniver-
sary of liberation this summer. 
Both Lednicer and Hawley expressed the 
allegiance to the pioneer Press over the 
Minneapolis Star Tribune. Lednicer stated quite 
bluntly, "it really ticks us off when the Th12 takes a 
story from us two weeks after we've done it—and 
then it's news." On the other hand, she acknowl-
edged the nib's fine work on the West Publishing 
scandal. 
Journalism students and anyone else in the 
school community who has a free 10:20-11:10 
period to come to Room C-205 will have other 
opportunities to talk to working journalist: on 
October 16 Nancy Livingston, Education 
Correspondent for the pioneer Press and on 
November 6 Wendy Tai, formerly of the ita 
Tribune, now writing for Cargill, will speak. t 
To have one's individuality 
completely ignored is like being 
pushed quite out of life. Like 
being blown out as one blows out 
a light. 
—Evelyn Scott 
Amer. writer 
